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Metal-Catalysis in Industrial Organic ProcessesRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2006
Catalysis underpins most modern industrial organic processes. It has become an essential tool in creating a 'greener' chemical industry by replacing more traditional stoichiometric reactions, which have high energy consumption and high waste production, with mild processes which increasingly resemble Nature's enzymes.
Metal-Catalysis in...
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Beginning Mobile Application Development in the Cloud (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	YOU CAN BUILD HIGH-QUALITY MOBILE APPS using only HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. And you

	can use JavaScript to build the cloud services that support those apps. You don’t need to learn

	Objective-C or Java to deliver production-quality iPhone and Android mobile apps.





	This book shows you how to use the web development...
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Pro JavaScript Performance: Monitoring and VisualizationApress, 2012

	Performance is a hugely important area of web development. If your site runs slowly, users are going to leave, and the problem only grows as your site gets more popular. Pro JavaScript Performance gives you the tools you need to keep your sites smooth and responsive no matter how many users you have.

	

	Best...
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An Elementary Introduction to the Wolfram LanguageWolfram Media, 2015

	The Wolfram Language represents a major advance in programming languages that makes leading-edge computation accessible to everyone. Unique in its approach of building in vast knowledge and automation, the Wolfram Language scales from a single line of easy-to-understand interactive code to million-line production systems. This book provides...
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Practical DataOps: Delivering Agile Data Science at ScaleApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain a practical introduction to DataOps, a new discipline for delivering data science at scale inspired by practices at companies such as Facebook, Uber, LinkedIn, Twitter, and eBay. Organizations need more than the latest AI algorithms, hottest tools, and best people to turn data into insight-driven action and useful...
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Waste Recycling Technologies for Nanomaterials Manufacturing (Topics in Mining, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering)Springer, 2021

	
		This book discusses the recent advances in the wastes recycling technologies to provide low-cost and alternative ways for nanomaterials production. It shows how carbon nanomaterials can be synthesized from different waste sources such as banana fibers, argan (Argania spinosa) seed shells, corn grains, camellia oleifera shell, sugar cane...
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Sas R 9.1.3 Etl Studio: User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This manual explains how to use SAS ETL Studio to specify metadata for sources, specify metadata for targets, and create jobs that specify how data is extracted, transformed, and loaded from sources to targets.

Features that are new in SAS ETL Studio 9.1.3 include the following:


...
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Real World AperturePeachpit Press, 2006
Released to near universal acclaim, Apple's Aperture is an all-in-one post-production tool for professional photographers. Featuring a RAW-focused workflow, Aperture lets photographers import, edit, catalog, organize, retouch, publish, and archive images more effectively and efficiently than ever before. In this guide, best-selling author Ben Long...
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
It takes a book as versatile as its subject to cover Apache Tomcat, the popular open source Servlet and JSP container and high performance web server. Tomcat: The Definitive Guide is a valuable reference for administrators and webmasters, a useful guide for programmers who want to use Tomcat as their web application server during...
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Credit and Community: Working-Class Debt in the UK since 1880Oxford University Press, 2009
Credit's centrality to the current economic crisis makes the publication of Sean O'Connell's social history of working-class credit consumption particularly timely. Although the credit crunch came too late to be included in this book, the portrait of a complex relationship between lenders and borrowers over the past 120 years should be required...
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Management: Challenges for Tomorrow's Leaders (with InfoTrac 1-Semester)South-Western College, 2006

	In the Fifth Edition of this nationally acclaimed book, students learn the management skills and competencies that will enable them to meet the challenges they'll experience as leaders in tomorrow's dynamic, rapidly changing business environment. The authors focus on key management principles and how they apply in real business...
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How to Do Everything with Adobe InDesign CSMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Delivers the goods on the latest Adobe product for graphics users of all levels. Teaches not just which InDesign command does what but also why it works and when to use it. Includes short, real-world projects that teach just enough information that you’ll be able to learn it and absorb it. Plus, provides details for those converting their...
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